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A CASE STUDY OF

VASTRA HOUSE

VASTRA HOUSE in a closer look..
“Vastrahouse” is an organic clothing label – located at Jaipur. In 2019, the
company was looking for a logistics medium which can handle its growing
demands efficiently. There were several challenges involved while shipping the
brand's authenticity to different corners across the nation in order to build a
trustworthy relation with customers. Vastra house aspiration is to be the best
casual, quality fabrics, ethnic fashion brand with incredible price value proposition
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to capture market trends and circulating them to the heart of customers located in
different parts of the nation.
IDEA

The company decided to expand its business to different corners across the nation
at a feasible delivery rate.
The marketing team decided to take advantage of digital marketing services such
as social media marketing, telephone marketing, etc; to attract more leads.
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PROBLEMS
One of the major problems of the company was to avail the right shipment at the
right place at right cost. To do so, they require contact with several courier partners
offering delivery services for the given location. A lot of documentation work was
required to manage this whole logistic relationship and services such as billing,
managing old paper bills, tracking over different channels, variable costs, and
parcel safety.
CLIENT CONDITIONS
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The company decided to choose a single courier aggregated partner with potential
to manage:

Cost effective deliveries
Manage bulk order pad
Customer Satisfaction
Text message update for delivery to customer as well as company
Selection range from different service providers
Maximum location coverage across the nation
Parcel Safety
Full time customer support
Automated platform
In-app tracking at one place
No loopholes
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What is

COURIERO

all about?

Couriero is India's first courier aggregator service company dealing in B2B and
B2C logistics programs having onboard India's leading logistics service providers.
Couriero web and Android based application program allows a user to manage all
their logistic needs from a single place.
The user friendly interface accessible over the cloud allows a user to choose from a
variety of courier services by providing the preferred delivery Pincode. It is very
simple to use, just create your account through email, contact number and you are
ready to go. Now, provide the pickup and delivery location in the app itself, choose
from the varieties of courier partners and schedule your pickup. The varieties of
payment option allows a customer to opt-in for non-contact payment using
netbanking, UPIs, and other preferred methods. One can check their shipment
details in the app itself, you don’t require to search for a link everytime. Our
messaging service will keep you informed with your parcel details.
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How did we start the delivery campaign for V A S T R A H O U S E ?

B2B Customer Panel: The company was provided with an automated digital
platform accessible over mobile phone as well as laptops from anywhere anytime.

Selection of Multiple Courier Channels for Delivery: The company was
provided with a wide range of selection from the multiple courier channels
depending upon the preferred services which are cost effective as well.

Automated Pickup Scheduling: The company can schedule their pickup by
selecting the preferred time and date.

Digital Payments: A variety of payment options allows them to use UPI,
internet banking, fund transfer to make digital payments.
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In-app Tracking: Instead of opening multiple links for different delivery
channels, courier based application allows in-app tracking system where you can
track your courier by providing a few required digits.

Messaging Services: The automated messaging services keeps you updated
with the pickup, delivery and tracking notifications.

Manage Bulk order Pad: The company can schedule bulk order pickups in a
few clicks.

Add Multiple Pickup locations: Whether you have one or more offices
dealing at different locations across the city, you can choose multiple pickup
locations from a single tab.

The Success of Vastra House Logistic Needs
Once the whole deal gets liver, the company started this relation with 5 parcels.
And, now it's been 1 year where company is entirely satisfied with Couriero’s
courier services providing more than 3500 successfully delivered parcels to its
customers and counting more. We got positive feedback from our client and their
end customers too. Moreover, they recommended us to other companies as well.

